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PART 01: HOME LOAN REQUIREMENTS

Buying a home is exciting, and mostly complicated.
Before house-hunting ever begins, it is good to be aware of all the requirements for a
loan. By planning ahead, time will be saved in the long run : Applying for loans that
may be turned down and bidding on properties that cannot be obtained are avoided.
We will review important information regarding the following loans:
FHA Loan
VA Loan
USDA Loan
Conventional Loans (Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac)
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A) CREDIT SCORE:
Many factors are involved are involved in qualifying for a mortgage, but your credit
score is the most important one. Your FICO score if the first thing a lender will
check.

Check Your FICO Score For Free: CLICK HERE

B) DEBT TO INCOME RATIO (DTI):
The “debt-to-income ratio” or “DTI ratio” is the way a bank or lender determines
what you can afford in the way of a mortgage payment.
By dividing all of your monthly liabilities (including the proposed housing payment)
by your gross monthly income, they come up with a percentage.
You must make sure to include all of your obligations:
Mortgage payment
Car payment
Credit card payment
Student loans/personal loans
Child support/alimony payments
Other obligations and subscriptions
And remember to include taxes, insurance, and private mortgage insurance in this
figure.
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MORTGAGE REQUIREMENTS:
Here are the typical minimum credit and maximum DTI ratio requirements for each
type of loan:
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PART 02: ISSUES WITH YOUR CREDIT? - WHAT TO DO

Many consumers have run into credit issues that can hamper their ability to secure a
mortgage loan.

There are a number of factors that go into calculating your credit score, and various
lenders have different definitions of which scores they consider to be good or bad.
There are, however, a few issues that will always drop your score dramatically and
send up red flags to lenders. For example:
Bankruptcies: Having been legally relieved of legitimate debt you could not pay.
Judgments: Money a judge orders you to pay in settlement of a civil or criminal
lawsuit.
Short Sales: An agreement with your mortgage lender to sell your home at a loss
in order to satisfy a mortgage you cannot afford
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A) BANKRUPTCY
Filing for bankruptcy doesn’t have to put a damper on your home buying dream—at
least not for long. Lenders have eased requirements, opening the door for
bankruptcy filers to get back into a home sooner than in the past.
These are the waiting periods for each type of loan:

B) JUDGMENT
Getting a mortgage with a judgment on your credit isn't impossible, but it's
certainly no easy task. Most lenders won't talk to you at all if the judgment remains
open. You'll find yourself better received once you've paid off the judgment or
made a serious plan to do so.
RENEW:

A judgment will stay on your credit report for seven years. A creditor may renew
a judgment indefinitely until it's satisfied or vacated. If you want to get a
mortgage, you'll have to have to deal with the judgment.
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VACATED JUDGMENTS

You can often have a judgment vacated if there was a procedural error or by
winning an appeal. If if does get vacated, the judgment goes away as if it never
happened.
SATISFIED JUDGMENT

You may qualify for a mortgage after satisfying your judgment. A satisfied
judgment may continue to appear on your credit report for seven years, but a
satisfied judgment is much less damaging than an open one.
ARRANGED PAYMENTS

You may be able to show a 12-month history of on-time payments.
If the judgment isn’t at least 12 months old, a shorter payment history may be
acceptable as long as there's a repayment plan immediately after the judgment.
LETTER OF EXPLANATION

Creditors will see that there is a judgment and for how much, but they won't get
any other details about the situation. To help facilitate mortgage approval,
consider providing potential lenders with a letter explaining why you have a
judgment against you.

C) SHORT SALES
Certain limitations are in place before you can request a home loan after a short
sale. Here's how long you'd have to wait:
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We can help you avoid the embarrassment of rejection and it won’t hurt
your credit like when you go to a loan officer or bank.

When they make a hard pull inquiry pulling your credit report it could
drop your scores up to 15 points!
For a limited time we are offering our mortgage strategy session
for FREE! (normally $79)

CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE YOUR MORTGAGE-READY STRATEGY
SESSION FOR FREE
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